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Testing Listening 
Comprehension 

Part 1: Texts 

Prof. Dr. Jürgen Quetz

Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University  Frankfurt am Main 

Vilnius May 2007

„It need not be the real thing, it just has 
to look like the real thing.“

(Louis G. Alexander)

Features of spoken language

O_O Jerry's daughter
Jill‘s new house 

(two versions)

Authentic texts 

Features of spoken language

Assimilation & elision  

"Peng!cake" 

(= pancake!) 

What is the most frequent vowel of English?

schwa [Ə] ! 

ordinary - natural - secretary 

= how many syllables? 

Linking 

fish'n'chips

bread'n'butter

lots of / ''''llllɑɑɑɑtstststsəvvvv /

... 

Varieties of English

"inner circle" (GB, USA, CDN, AUS, NZ)

"outer circle" (India, Pakistan, Kenya, ...)

dialects ("Estuary English" )

sociolects / registers 

personal varieties 

English as a lingua franca 

...

Overlap & fillers 

(erm - err - well - ...)

and other discourse features ("keeping the 
channel open ...) 

Incoherent syntax and/or logic
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Background noise 

(P.A. systems at station / airport)

Pitching one's voice against background 

(studio vs. live situations) 

Discuss: 

Teaching listening with authentic material

vs. 

testing listening with authentic material.

Preparing learners for life in the linguistic 

jungle: How much of the jungle in the 
classroom and in tests? 

Types of texts and communicative tasks

to be  defined and calibrated with the help of

Council of Europe (ed.) (2001): The Common 
European Framework of Reference for 

Languages: Learning, Teaching, 
Assessment. Strasbourg. 

CEF, Chapter 4.6.3 Text-types include:

4.6.4.1  Spoken, e.g.:

� public announcements and instructions;
� public speeches, lectures, presentations, sermons;

� rituals (ceremonies, formal religious services);
� entertainment (drama, shows, readings, songs);
� sports commentaries (football, cricket, boxing, etc.);

� news broadcasts;
� public debates and discussion;
� inter-personal dialogues and conversations;

� telephone conversations;
� job interviews;
� etc.

System of listening activities on 6 levels

(more about this tomorrow ...) 

OVERALL  LISTENING  COMPREHENSION

C2  Has no difficulty in understanding any kind of spoken language, whether live or broadcast, 

delivered at fast native speed

C1 Can understand enough to follow extended speech on abstract and complex topics beyond his/her 

own field, though he/she may need to confirm occasional details, especially if the accent is unfamiliar. 
Can recognise a wide range of idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms, appreciating register shifts.

Can follow extended speech even when it is not clearly structured and when relationships are only 
implied and not signalled explicitly.

B2 Can understand standard spoken language, live or broadcast, on both familiar and unfamiliar topics 

normally encountered in personal, social, academic or vocational life.  Only extreme background noise, 
inadequate discourse structure and/or idiomatic usage influences the ability to understand.

Can follow extended speech and complex lines of argument provided the topic is reasonably familiar, 
and the direction of the talk is sign-posted by explicit markers. ... 

B1 Can understand straightforward factual information about common everyday or job related topics, 

identifying both general messages and specific details, provided speech is clearly articulated in a 
generally familiar accent.

Can understand the main points of clear standard speech on familiar matters regularly encountered in 
work, school, leisure etc., including short narratives.

A2 Can understand enough to be able to meet needs of a concrete type provided speech is clearly and 

slowly articulated.

Can understand phrases and expressions related to areas of most immediate priority (e.g. very basic 
personal and family information, shopping, local geography, employment) provided speech is clearly 
and slowly articulated.

A1 Can follow speech which is very slow and carefully articulated, with long pauses for him/her to 

assimilate meaning.
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Which kind of language should learners 
be able to understand at different 

levels? 

Which is the criterion for scaling listening 
tasks (= difficulty)? 

OVERALL LISTENING COMPREHENSION

C2 Has no difficulty in understanding any kind of spoken language, whether live or broadcast, 

delivered at fast native speed

C1 Can understand enough to follow extended speech on abstract and complex topics beyond his/her 

own field, though he/she may need to confirm occasional details, especially if the accent is unfamiliar. 
Can recognise a wide range of idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms, appreciating register shifts.

Can follow extended speech even when it is not clearly structured and when relationships are only 
implied and not signalled explicitly.

B2 Can understand standard spoken language, live or broadcast, on both familiar and unfamiliar topics 

normally encountered in personal, social, academic or vocational life.  Only extreme background noise, 
inadequate discourse structure and/or idiomatic usage influences the ability to understand.

Can follow extended speech and complex lines of argument provided the topic is reasonably familiar, 
and the direction of the talk is sign-posted by explicit markers. ... 

B1 Can understand straightforward factual information about common everyday or job related topics, 

identifying both general messages and specific details, provided speech is clearly articulated in a 
generally familiar accent.

Can understand the main points of clear standard speech on familiar matters regularly encountered in 
work, school, leisure etc., including short narratives.

A2 Can understand enough to be able to meet needs of a concrete type provided speech is clearly and 

slowly articulated.

Can understand phrases and expressions related to areas of most immediate priority (e.g. very basic 
personal and family information, shopping, local geography, employment) provided speech is clearly 
and slowly articulated.

A1 Can follow speech which is very slow and carefully articulated, with long pauses for him/her to 

assimilate meaning.

How to find and select texts?

(1) Published material (not textbook related)

(2) Recorded material from media 

(3) Own production (in the afternoon) 

(4) ...  ??? 

Main problem: How to decide about levels 

of texts (difficulty)? 

text difficulty
task level

/  listener 

test difficulty 

What makes texts "difficult"? 

(1) linguistic features - c.f. CEF scale! 

pronunciation / prosodic features 

vocabulary / idioms 

syntax (length of sentences, sub-clauses, ...) 

type & structure of text 

coherence / logic 

directness - indirectness (implicit meaning) 

(distance from linguistic norms)

(2) Acoustic features of recording 

background noise 

speed / articulation 

different voices / number of speakers 

overlap 

... 

=> see above 
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(3) Features of contents 

clear situation / topic

familiarity with topic (c.f. CEF) 

concrete / abstract topic (c.f. CEF) 

clear plot (no flashbacks, no implicit information, ...) 

density of information (number of topics) 

completeness of information 

organisation of information 

required background knowledge

cultural loading of text 

.... 

((solution to texts above: ALTE Level 3 = CEF B2!))

(3) Visual component 

support through pictures / video / mime and gesture

(4) Features of the listener 

familiarity with text type / topic (c.f. CEF) 

familiarity with listening tasks 

linguistic & factual competence 

specific cultural and other background knowledge 

interest in text & task! 

Home made texts 

(afternoon session) 

From an idea to a text ...

Advantages of "home-made" texts

spontaneous speech ≠ scripted text

- even if "scripted" afterwards, the features
of syntax, vocabulary, "delivery" of speech

etc. will be more or less preserved.  


